
Featuring BluetoothFeaturing Bluetooth® wireless technology, faster wiringwireless technology, faster wiring®

of multichannel input, and easy distributed setup.of multichannel input, and easy distributed setup.of multichannel input, and easy distributed setup.

*When used with LR8510 or LR8511 measurement units.



Easy expansion 

Data is sent wirelessly to the wireless logging station from measurement units 
 and wireless loggers.

WIRELESS PULSE LOGGER
LR8512

WIRELESS CLAMP LOGGER
LR8513

WIRELESS HUMIDITY LOGGER
LR8514

WIRELESS VOLTAGE/TEMP LOGGER
LR8515

Wireless loggers

with an extensive selection of 
measurement units and loggers
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15 15 2 2 2 2

Communication range: 30 m, line of sight

Number of units: Up to 7
 (including mixture of measurement units and wireless loggers)

Measurement units and wireless loggers

WIRELESS VOLTAGE/TEMP UNIT LR8510 WIRELESS UNIVERSAL UNIT LR8511

Flow rate No. of revolutions
Non-voltage “a” contact
Open collector, or voltage input (0 to 50 V)

AC and DC load current and 
AC leak current
Measurement range varies with 

clamp type (see option page).

Dedicated temperature and 
humidity sensor (optional)
Z2010 (50 mm long, including sensor)

Z2011 (cable length: 1.5 m)

0 to 50V
Measurement range:
50 m/500 m/5/50 V

K, T
Requires thermocouple 

LR8515LR8515LR8514LR8513LR8512

LR8510/LR8511 LR8510/LR8511 LR8511 LR8511 LR8511

Measurement units

Fully isolated input channels K, J, E, T, N, R, S, B, W Pt100   :-100 to 800 C
JPt100 :-100 to 500 C

0 to 5.0 to 95.0 %rh
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Wireless data transmission for superior ease of use

1. Making the wiring process faster while minimizing costs

2. Make measurements where it would not be practical to wire
equipment directly.
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4. Synchronize measurement data

3. Make measurements of interior conditions from the
outside, with the door closed.

Easy wireless setup
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*Number of data points that can be stored in the internal memory: When recording n channels, (65,536/n) data points
*Data collected using the logger utility is not restored during measurement. Load restored data that has been saved to an SD memory card or other media with the instrument.

If the Wireless Logging Station loses power

If the measurement unit or wireless logger loses power

Ensure peace of mind even in the event of a power outage or signal disruption.

Data is protected by a battery and backup function!

Measurement units and wireless loggers have an 
operating temperature range of -20°C to 60°C.

*

Introducing three-way power, including 
extended measurement on battery power!

Approx.
5 day

Approx.
5 day

Approx.
5 day

Approx.
2 day

Approx.
7 days

Approx.
7 days

Approx.
7 days

Approx.
4 days

Approx.
10 days

Approx.
10 days

Approx.
10 days

Approx.
10 days

(LR6 Alkaline battery)

Approx. 24 hours

Approx. 120 hours

 (BATTERY PACK Z1007)

*1 LR8513, LR8514: 0.5 sec

Ensuring a safe measuring environment by 
closing doors

*Use of the AC adapter is recommended when recording data over an extended period of time.

Protect  
important data

Wireless Logging Station
loses power
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Remote control from a computer via the HTTP/FTP server function

Note: Waveform data cannot be downloaded from internal memory 
while measuring.

Note: Waveform data cannot be downloaded from internal memory 
while measuring.

Recording data in real time on an SD memory card

Recording data in real time on a computer
Data collection software "Logger Utility"

" " " " " " " " 

Maximum recording time

Easy scaling
The setup process is simple: just search for and pair LR8410 Link-compatible products. 
Since the settings on paired devices are automatically received by the LR8410, there’s no 
need to manually configure troublesome scaling settings. And since this process occurs 
wirelessly, you spend less time on wiring work.

No degradation in accuracy caused by D/A output
Since measured values are sent as data, there is no degradation in accuracy.

Simultaneous measurement of power, temperature, 
and other data
The LR8410 can be used with a broad range of modules and LR8410 Link-compatible 
products. Since you can pair it with up to seven devices, you can measure a large number of 
channels and parameters along with power meter data.

LR8410 Link-compatible products

*Contact HIOKI for more information.

New function

Use the Wireless Logging Station LR8410 to collect data from LR8410 Link-
compatible products in real time.

POWER ANALYZER   
PW3390

POWER ANALYZER   
PW6001

POWER QUALITY 
ANALYZER   PQ3100

POWER METER 
PW3335
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[Pattern trigger] Applies the trigger when a pattern defined in 
terms of 1, 0, ×, and values is matched (Setting only available 
when using logic measuremeent with the LR8512) 

(Accuracy guaranteed for 1 year, Post-adjustment accuracy guaranteed for 1 year)
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10 mV f.s. 500 nV -10 mV to 10 mV

20 mV f.s. -20 mV to 20 mV

100 mV f.s. -100 mV to 100 mV

200 mV f.s. -200 mV to 200 mV

1 V f.s. -1 V to 1 V ±1 mV

2 V f.s. -2 V to 2 V ±2 mV

10 V f.s. -10 V to 10 V ±10 mV

20 V f.s. 1 mV -20 V to 20 V ±20 mV

100 V f.s. 5 mV -100 V to 100 V ±100 mV

1 V to 5 V ±10 mV

K

J

E

T

N

R

S

B

W

Reference junction compensation: 
Thermocouple burn-out detection: Enable/disable thermocouple burn-out detection at each recording 
interval.(The burnout detection setting cannot be used with a recording interval of 100 ms.)

Pt 100

JPt 100

100 %rh f.s. 0.1 %rh 5.0 to 95.0 %rh
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2 channels (common GND)

Integrating (cumulative/Instant), Revolution, 
Logic (Records an 1/0 for each recording interval)

Measurement 
ranges
(Resolution)

Totalization: 1000M pulse f.s. (1 pulse)
No. of revolutions: 5000/n[r/s]f.s. (1/n[r/s])
* n is the number of pulses, 1 to 1000, per revolution.

Non-voltage “a” contact (always-open contact point), 
open collector, or voltage input (DC 0 V to 50 V)

0.1 to 30 sec, 1 to 60 min, 16 selections

Instantaneous value

85W×61H×31D mm (3.35W×2.40H×1.22D in)

95 g (Not including the battery)

2 ch (isolated; select voltage of thermocouple for each channel)

Voltage/Thermocouple (K, T)

M3 screw type terminal block (2 terminals per channel)

Voltage: 50 mV/500 mV/5 V/50 V

DC±50 V

DC 60 V

0.1 to 30 sec, 1 to 60 min, 16 selections

Instantaneous value

85W×75H×38D mm  (3.35W×2.95H×1.50D in)

126 g (Not including the battery)

50 mV f.s. 0.01 mV -50 mV to 50 mV ±0.05 mV

500 mV f.s. 0.1 mV -500 mV to 500 mV ±0.5 mV

5 V f.s. 1 mV -5 V to 5 V ±5 mV

50 V f.s. 10 mV -50 V to 50 V ±50 mV

K 1000 °C f.s. 0.1 °C
-200 °C to -100 °C ±1.5 °C

-100 °C to 999.9 °C ±0.8 °C

T 1000 °C f.s. 0.1 °C

-200 °C to -100 °C ±1.5 °C

-100 °C to 0 °C ±0.8 °C

0 °C to 400 °C ±0.6 °C

Reference contact compensation: Switchable between internal and external
Reference contact compensation accuracy: ±0.5°C (When using internal compensation, add to 
thermocouple measurement accuracy.)
Temperature characteristics: Add (measurement accuracy × 0.1)/°C to measurement accuracy.

Nonvolatile memory (Flash memory)

500,000 data items for each channel
Same as Wireless Logging Station LR8410

Alarm, Scaling, Recording operation hold function, Erroneous 
operation prevention, Comment recording function, Energy saving 
function, Authentication function, Free Run (excluding LR8512)

JIS D 1601:1995 5.3(1), Category 1: Vehicle, Condition: Category A equiv.

Temperature: -20 to 60 °C (-4 to 140 °F), 
Humidity: 80% rh or less (non-condensing)

AC Adapter Z2003 (sold as a separate option), 
LR6 alkaline batteries × 2, 5 to 13.5 VDC external power source

CD-R (Instruction Manual, Logger Utility) × 1, Measurement 
Guide ×1, Caution for Using Radio Waves × 1, AA alkaline bat-
teries (LR6) ×2

Note: Only included with the LR8512: Connection Cable L1010 × 2

2 ch for temperature + 2 ch for humidity (2 sensors can be attached)

Temperature, humidity

±0.5°C (10°C to 60°C), using Z2010/Z2011
If outside above temperature range:
Add 0.015°C/°C (-40°C to 10°C) or 0.02°C/°C (60°C to 80°C)

±3% rh (20  to 30 , 20% to 90% rh)
If outside above range, see Figure 1.
Hysteresis: ±1% rh (Added to the humidity measurement accuracy)

0.5 to 30 sec, 1 to 60 min, 14 selections

Instantaneous value

85W×61H×31D mm (3.35W×2.40H×1.22D in)

95 g (Not including the battery)

100 °C  f.s. 0.1 °C -40 °C to 80 °C

100%rh f.s. 0.1 %rh 0 to 100 %rh

2 channels (common GND) 

AC load current, DC load current
AC leak current (using current sensor)

Software calculates the true  
RMS value
AC500.0 mA to 2000 A (By current sensor)
DC10.00 A to 2000 A (By current sensor)
*Current and leak current that occur intermittently cannot be mea-
sured.

±0.5% rdg.±5 dgt. (DC, AC 50/60 Hz)
* Add the sensor’s accuracy when the current sensor is
connected (Page 12)

0.5 to 30 sec, 1 to 60 min, 14 selections

Instantaneous value, average value, Maximum value recording

85W×75H×38D mm  (3.35W×2.95H×1.50D in)

130 g (Not including the battery)

(Accuracy guaranteed for 1 year, Post-adjustment accuracy guaranteed for 1 year)

*Only the temperature and humidity sensors affect the measure-
ment accuracy and are subject to calibration.  The LR8514 logger
does not require calibration.

(Accuracy guaranteed for 1 year, Post-adjustment accuracy guaranteed for 1 year)

(Accuracy guaranteed for 1 year, Post-adjustment accuracy guaranteed for 1 year)

500.0 mA 0.1 mA AC 1.0 mA to 500.0 mA

5.000 A 0.001 A AC 0.010 A to 5.000 A

500.0 mA 0.1 mA AC 1.0 mA to 500.0 mA

5.000 A 0.001 A AC 0.010 A to 5.000 A

5.000 A 0.001 A AC 0.010 A to 5.000 A

50.00 A 0.01 A AC 0.10 A to 50.00 A

50.00 A 0.01 A AC 0.10 A to 50.00 A

500.0 A 0.1 A AC 1.0 A to 500.0 A

1000 A 1A AC 10 A to 1000 A

10.00 A 0.01 A
AC 0.10 A

DC± (0.10 A
to 10.00 A
to 10.00 A)

100.0 A 0.1 A
AC 1.0 A

DC± (1.0 A
to 100.0 A
to 100.0 A)

20.00 A 0.01 A
AC 0.10 A

DC± (0.10 A
to 20.00 A
to 20.00 A)

200.0 A 0.1 A
AC 1.0 A

DC± (1.0 A
to 200.0 A
to 200.0 A)

200.0 A 0.1 A
AC 1.0 A

DC± (1.0 A
to 200.0 A
to 200.0 A)

2000 A 1 A
AC 10 A

DC± (10 A
to 2000 A
to 2000 A)

500.0 A 0.1 A AC 1.0 A to 500.0 A

5000 A 1 A AC 10 A to 5000 A

50.00 A 0.01 A AC 0.10 A to 50.00 A

500.0 A 0.1 A AC 1.0 A to 500.0 A

5000 A 1 A AC 10 A to 5000 A

±8%rh* ±6%rh* ±8%rh*

±12%rh*

±8%rh*

±6%rh

±3%rh

±6%rh

±6%rh*±6%rh*

±5%rh
±5%rh

±5%rh

±3.5%rh ±4%rh

±5%rh

±6%rh ±5%rh

±10%rh* ±8%rh ±4%rh ±6%rh

±12%rh* ±8%rh* ±12%rh*
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The accuracy of values indicated by the * mark is not guaranteed (reference values).
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Model 8423, 8430, LR8431, LR8432, LR8400, LR8401, LR8402, and 
LR8410

Windows 10/8/7 (32bit/64bit), Vista (32bit/64bit), XP SP2 or later 
(32bit)

Measurements on multiple loggers connected by LAN or USB can be 
controlled to sequentially acquire, display and save waveform data (for 
recording up to 10 million samples)

Number of controllable instruments: up to 5 units
(This software is compatible only with the LR8410, 
LR8400 series, LR8431, 8423, and 8430)
Display: Waveforms (time-axis divided display possible), numerical 
values (logging), and alarm status can be displayed at the same time

Numerical value display: Can be monitored in a separate window
Scroll: Waveform scroll while measuring
Data saving destination: Real-time data transfer to Excel, or Real-time 
data acquisition file (LUW format)

Event marks: Can be set while measuring

Data acquisition settings for the logger or logging station
Saving: The setting for multiple loggers or logging stations can be 
saved together in one file (LUS format); Instrument configuration set-
tings can be sent and received

Processed data file: Real-time data acquisition file (LUW format), 
Record to internal memory data (MEM format)

Display format: Simultaneously display waveform and numerical value, 
(time-axis divided display possible)

Maximum number of channels: 675 channerls (measurement data) + 60 
channels (waveform processing data)

Others: Display each channel’s waveform on 10 sheets, scroll, record 
event mark, cursor, screen hard copy, numerical value display

Target data: Real-time data acquisition file (LUW format), record to 
internal memory data (MEM format)

Converted sections: All data, designation section
Format: CSV format (separate by comma, space, tab), transfer to Excel 
spreadsheet, arbitrary data thinning

Processing items: Four arithmetic operations
Number of processing channels: 60 channerls

Target data: Real-time data acquisition file (LUW format), record 
to internal memory data (MEM format), data acquired in real time, 
waveform processing data

Calculation items: Average, peak, maximum values, time to maximum 
values, minimum values, time to minimum values, ON time, OFF 
time, count the number of ON time and OFF time, standard deviation, 
integration, area values, totalization

Target data: Real-time data acquisition file (LUW format), record to 
internal memory data (MEM format)

Search mode: Event mark, time and date, maximum position, minimum 
position, maximum pole, minimum pole, alarm position, level, win-
dow, amount of change

Supported printer: Printer compatible with the OS
Target data: Real-time data acquisition file (LUW format), record to 
internal memory data (MEM format)

Print format: Waveform image, report format, list print (channel set-
tings, event, cursor value)

Print area: The entire area, area between cursors A and B
Print preview: Supported

Model LR8510/ LR8511/ LR8410 Shared 
bundled accessory: AC ADAPTER Z1008

(For the LR8410) (For the LR8410)

An optional AC adapter for the LR8512 to LR8520 is available for separate purchase. 

(2 ch)

For pulse count, rotation, 1/0 signal measurement, L1010 cable 
bundled

(2 ch)

For AC/DC load current, AC leak current measurement, sensor is 
sold separately

(2 ch)

2 ch Temperature/ 2 ch Humidity measurement, sensor is sold separately

(2 ch)

Voltage / Thermocouple (K, T) measurement, sensor is sold separately Record fungal index, growth prediction, alarm 1 channel, 
temperature measurement, humidity sensor is sold separately

Collect data on your 
tablet !

Measurement cannot be performed using the LR8410 alone. Measurement requires an LR8510/LR8511 
measurement unit or an LR8512 or other wireless logger series. (One LR8410 can control from one to 
seven units [different models can be mixed].)

(English model, main unit only)
Accessories: Instruction manual ×1, Measurement guide ×1, SD Memory Card 
(2GB) Z4001 ×1, CD-R (data collection software "Logger Utility") ×1, USB 
cable ×1, AC Adapter Z1008 ×1
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LR8410-20E10-96B      Printed in Japan

Note: Company names and Product names appearing in this catalog are trademarks or registered trademarks of various companies.

 Li-ion, Charges while 
installed, 7.2 V/2170 mAh

 Holds one LR8410 and four 
measurement units

 For wall hanging and slanted 
bench mounting

 For reference only. Please purchase locally.

Caution: The CT7000 series Current Sensor cannot be connected directly to the 
Wireless Clamp Logger LR8513. The Display Unit CM7290  and Output Cord 
L9095 is required to connect those sensors to the LR8513.

 For the CT7000 series

 Connect to BNC terminal, 
1.5 m (4.92 ft) length, for the 
CM7290 or other

7.09/ 10.00 in)

Make measurements over 
extended periods of time with-
out the need to perform zero-
adjustment, even in locations 
with temperature variations.

Even in locations with-
out temperature varia-
tions.

(10.00 in)

5000 A AC

 100 V to 240 V AC

 3 m (9.84 ft) length 50 mm (1.97 in) length  1.5 m (4.92 ft) cord length

*L1010 is bundled with the LR8512/8520

 1.5 m (4.92 ft) length

The LR8510/ LR8511 measurement units, the LR8512/ LR8513/ LR8514/ LR8515/ LR8520 wireless loggers, and the LR8410 Wireless Logging Station use the 2.4 GHz band. No radio station license is required in order to use these products, but the following pre-
cautions should be observed:

of communications or shorten the communications range. In addition, radio wave intensities, which are indicated with the antenna-like indicators, vary depending on units even while these units are operating in the same environment.

in this manner is not guaranteed. Hioki is not liable for any damage sustained due to the interception of measured values sent using wireless communications.
-

tries or regions other than those listed above may constitute a violation of law, exposing the operator to legal penalties.

 For reference only. Please purchase locally.

 Li-ion, Charges while 
installed, 7.2 V/2170 mAh

*AC adapter is bundled with the LR8510/8511

 100 V to 240 V AC

The 9219 is required to con-
nect the 9695-02in), Not CE marked

 Insulated
 conductor Insulated

 conductor
 Insulated
 conductor

*The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by HIOKI E.E. CORPORATION is under license.

 Straight Ethernet cable, 
supplied with straight to cross 
conversion adapter, 5 m (16.41 
ft) length

 For storing measurement data
 100 V to 240 V AC

 For storing measurement data
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